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Dear Parent/Carer 

We hope you have all had the opportunity to enjoy the sunshine over the last couple of weeks.  
From the pictures below, it certainly looks like you have been making the most of the lovely 
weather!  As you are aware, we are currently working hard to put plans in place for the return of 
some of our Pre-School children next week, but in the meantime, we thought we would share 
some of the activities that you have been up to at home! 



 

Baking Corner 

You have also been making some delicious looking cakes and treats in 
the last few weeks!  Harvey even did an online chocolate class!  We 
wonder how long the sweet treats lasted?! 

Arizona is taking good care of her hamster , making sure 
that it has plenty of food and water in the hot weather!   

We were slightly more alarmed at Eesa’s house guests!  A 
snake, shark and a tiger are definitely not our choice of 
companions!! 

If you haven't already tried it yet, he has used Google to 
project 3D animals into his living room!   

We think it’s a roarsome idea!!  

Furry Friends 

It is so wonderful to see you all  spending time with nature.  Zayd has been busy watching his 
caterpillars grow and is patiently waiting for them to turn into butterflies!   



Creative Kids 
It is so good for children to express themselves and you have certainly found lots of ways to let 
out your inner artist!  Anayah used playdough to do some modelling whilst some of you 
preferred to experiment with paint to create some beautiful, colourful pictures.   

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram —for more 
information, news and photographs! 

Mrs H Khinda—h.khinda@hulmehallschool.org 

Top Marks 

We love seeing all the different tasks that you are doing at home from 
number sequences and learning to tell the time to ordering stories and 
searching and spotting for different items. 

You all look so focused and we are so impressed with the work that you 
are sharing via your Learningbook.  Please keep sending us pictures of 
all the activities that you are doing so that we can share them with our 
Pre-School community and stay in touch. 

Whilst some of the children are returning to Pre-School, many of you 
have chosen to stay home and we will continue to provide you with 
activities to keep your little ones busy at home!   



Fun Activities You Can do At Home 
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